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54-40 rock out the SUB
Charles Teed >

iThe Brunswickan £

“Jwhile Moist 
take over the 
Aitken Centre

»
I make it a point to never believe hype. The hype surrounding Monday night’s 
54-40 and The Killjoys show in the SUB cafeteria was that the band to see was 
The Killjoys. To their credit they performed adequately, but they were completely 
upstaged by the far more experienced 54-40.

The Killjoys, a three piece power-pop band with two albums to their credit, 
had a mediocre set at best. They did play their songs to the best of their abilities, 
but the flow of the set was inconsistent. The first forty minutes was bogged 
down with repetitive mid-tempo songs, and the set didn’t pick up until the band 
played their hit, “Today 1 Hate Everyone ” By that time, however, it was too late 
to fully revive the crowd.

The Killjoys should take notes from 54-40, i veteran Canadian band with 
over ten years worth of albums and touring behind them. They played 

; proficiently with very few flaws, and to top it off, had a set which included “She-
La,” “Love You All" and “I Go Blind.” There was no point during their show at Ntit Duxbury 
which the crowd grew bored, which is a trademark of true entertainers. Even 

; the slightly out-of-tune version of their hit “Ocean Pearl” was appreciated by 
the enthusiastic crowd that packed the cafeteria.

One final note on the evening’s events: Many people were kicked out of the sna8 them for their main event. Having finally managed to book them this year, * '
show for crowd surfing, something which is usually welcomed by bands such as ^ey must have been overjoyed that Moist were predominantly touring the same was also the added bonus of three new songs which were very “consistent,” to
54-40 and The Killjoys. If the organizers/security did not want it to occur, an “"'B5 as they did back then. This is because Creature, the follow up to their say the least. So, to finish with the awards: a golden bandana to Moist for an
appropriate solution is often to specify that on ticket stubs or on posted signs in debut Silver, is not scheduled for release until next month. “Orientastic” show; a bottomless mug for 13 Engines, for an enjoyable night
the cafeteria. This would have justified (most of) the actions of the student police A* was almost immediately apparent, Moist are a rock band. It’s in their walk down at The Cellar; and a 6.6 on the Richter scale for their bass-trembling AUC

“ during the concert. as they swagger onto the stage, the way they jump around like Orientation
volunteers on a sugar rush, the way they have the backlights to silhouette their 
leaps and the huge banks of lights to blind the crowd. Most of all it’s their guitar 
sound, which like a life raft, instantly inflates to fit its confines.

The show itself was fairly standard arena rock. Lights flashed, lead singer David 
Usher jumped around, and the keyboardist, Kevin Young, did everything but 
throw his instrument into the crowd. And all the while a constant throb emitted
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Diane NormanThe Brunswickan
CertainlyNo Joy Killer: Mike Trebikock, lead singer and guitarist for The Killjoys,

Ever since Moist released Silver back in 1994, Orientation has been trying to gathered up steam towards the end of the band’s set to put the crowd on its feet.
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Hi from drummer Paul Wilcox, who could vaguely be glimpsed behind his kit. 
Moist are consistent like that, like the way their lead guitarist got to tease solos 
from his guitar for two-thirds of the show.

While such consistency allows for a consistently good time, it does tend to get 
a little monotonous. Just as well, there were the sing-a-longs to liven it up: “Kill 
For You" near the start, and the much howled for “ Push" close to the end. There 
was also their cover medley during the encore which ranged from “Enter 
Sandman" to “Billie Jean,” and from there to points unknown (and forgotten).

There were lots of other distractions, too. Like the bonus light show put on by 
AUC security as they sought out feet illicitly placed on seats. Plus their chasing 
of runaway concert-goers through the stands was a humorous sight. As well, the 
security were seemingly attempting to create their own mosh pit on the many 
occasions they barged past seated listeners. (I believe the phrase you were looking 
for was “Excuse me")
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Equally distracting was the sound for openers 13 Engines. For a band whose 

songs are mainly guitar based, it was quite novel to find the drum and bass at 
the front of the mix. At least it was novel for the first thirty seconds. From then 
on it was frustrating, especially for those present the night before at their Cellar 
show, a show which demonstrated exactly what they are: a band that sounds 
damn good in a bar. They have these great songs full of chord changes which 
happen exactly when you think they will and yet still sound great. It also showed 
that they know that dynamics aren’t those things that power the lights. Sadly, 
little of this showed up at the AUC.
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Was it worth listening to 13 Engines while waiting for Moist? Probably. The The Feature “Creature”: Moist's main man, David Usher, screums^ur foX 

crowd seemed to have a great time, especially during the radio singles, and there horde that flocked to the Aitken Centre to catch their Frosh Week performance.
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CMîxtrSensatioiis
an internet café
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I FREE 1/2 hour of Internet 

with the purchase of 1 /2 hour 
and a large cappuccino, 

or Mocha or Latté
NéÉ Game Tournaments
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High Speed link to the Internet 
/e$, we even have IRC.
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Pre-registration only $10.00 
cash prizes

Starting Sunday, Sept 22
415 King Street, Fredericton, Ph: 457-7428 Fax: 455-1721 www.cybersensations.com
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. “Love You All": 54-40’s frontman, Neil Osborne, revs up his enthused audience 
with his distinctive voice and “band-name”guitar.
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Do you sing or play a 
band instrument?

UNB Bicentennial Choir 
Rehearsals Monday 7-9pm 

Memorial Hall Room 23

Students intending to apply for entrance to medi
cal school are requested to make appointments 
for the purpose of having the personal interview 
which is required for admission.

Interviews will begin as soon as possible.

Please apply at Rm. 109, Physics & Administra
tion Building, Office of the Dean of Science.

Dr. M.C. Sears, Assistant Dean of Science
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Coffee A a Maffia!
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Fridey, September 13
11:30 e.tn. -1:00 p.m.

Do Gomel Meet & Network with Fellow Students!

: S.U.B. Room 26
(next to Hwegs)K

■UNB Concert Band 
Rehearsals Tuesday 5:30-7pm 

Memorial Hall Auditorium
For info call 453-4697
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iFor more information
TeL 453-3596 e-mell:zoomen@unb.c»
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